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The way we live our daily life has changed – more and more of it is conducted on-line.  

The statistics and the news stories support that the manner in which we live our personal lives 

and handle our business or financial affairs has evolved with a clear shift to the Internet.  

According to data from 2012, more than 600 million people use Facebook on a daily basis, over 

200 million people actively use one of the Google services and there are over nine million 

subscribers to World of Warcraft.  James D. Lamm, et al., The Digital Death Conundrum: How 

Federal and State Laws Prevent Fiduciaries from Managing Digital Property, 68 U. Miami L. 

Rev. 385, 385-86 (2014).  Likewise, over 25 billion songs have been sold on iTunes and over 50 

million domain names have been registered by GoDaddy.  Greg Lastowka & Trisha Hall, Living 

and Dying in a Virtual World, N.J. Law., October 2013 at 29.  Furthermore, 63% of American 

households have at least one person who regularly plays video games, and $23½ billion dollars 

were spent in 2016 on video games, including approximately $2 billion spent on accessories, 

such as in-game purchases. Entm’t Software Ass’n, 2016 Sales, Demographic and Usage Data, 

THEESA II, http://essentialfacts-.theesa.com/Essential-Facts-2016.pdf. This change is likely not 

a surprise.  In fact, many of us are comfortable with this change; we may not have even noticed 

it.  Digital assets are simply a part of our daily life. 

The impact of this change can also be seen after a loved one has become incapacitated or 

has died.   For example, following the death of Robin Williams, his daughter had to publically 

complain about disturbing images of her father that were being distributed via Twitter.  Posting 

of Jacob Gershman, New Law Expands Access to Good, Facebook Accounts of Deceased, to Law 

Blog, The Wall St. J., August 20, 2014.  In response, Twitter changed its policy, agreeing to 

remove images of deceased individuals at the request of their families.  Id. 

http://essentialfacts-.theesa.com/Essential-Facts-2016.pdf
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The estate planning community, however, is only beginning to enter into this new world 

and understand its effect on estate planning. To better serve our clients and help them avoid 

unfortunate difficulties after a loved one has passed or becomes incapacitated, it is imperative to 

understand this societal movement and to address the handling of digital assets in the estate plans 

we work to create.  To do so, a practitioner must understand the “who, what, when, where, why 

and how” of the issue.   

I. What is a Digital Asset? 

It is important to understand what constitutes “digital assets.” A look at the definition 

itself reveals the issue with managing this type of property – there is no universal definition.  The 

commentators have each proposed a definition that differs slightly from the others. 1 Lamm, 68 

U. Miami L. Rev. at 388-89; Frederick Hoops, et al., 2 Fam. Est. Plan. Guide §34:19 (4th ed.); 

Michael Walker, et al, Virtual Assets, Tax Magm’t Est., Gift & Tr. J., 2011 at 1.  Regardless, it 

encompasses a broad and diverse category of property; and it will constantly change as new 

forms of technology are introduced.    

Many times, this type of asset is best described by identifying the assets customarily 

considered as such.  Hoops, 2 Fam. Est. Plan. Guide §34:19. Examples include email accounts, 

social networking accounts, photograph and video sharing accounts, on-line sales accounts, 

websites, blogs and other online accounts.  It may surprise some to learn that also included are 

voicemail accounts, rewards and points, security systems, electronically stored music and books, 

certain video games and related virtual assets.  Clearly, computers, mobile phones and other 

similar devices, while tangible in form, also raise the issues found with on-line assets.  So does 

the information and items stored on these devices.  Increasingly, financial information and 

accounts are located in digital form.  Intellectual property rights in the assets themselves, the 

usernames and passwords and other security access information associated with the accounts are 

included.  Most importantly, this type of property also includes any digital items that have yet to 

be developed. 

                                                           
1 As discussed in more detail below, the Uniform Law Commission Drafting Committee on Fiduciary Access to 

Digital Assets has finalized a Revised Uniform Act, which contains a definition of a digital asset.   
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II. Why Should an Estate Planner Care about the Handling and Disposition of Digital 

Assets? 

As a customary practice, an estate planner may proceed under the assumption that a 

client’s family will handle digital assets in the same manner as personal papers and other items 

of minimal value.  Such an assumption, however, can easily lead to dangerous consequences.  

When a unique asset exists in a client’s estate (such as a closely-held business or the family 

farm), a planner typically takes care to address the asset and its handling.  In doing so, a 

practitioner may clearly articulate in the plan the client’s wishes and incorporate specific 

guidance for a fiduciary.  The same should happen with digital assets. 

A. These Assets Have Sentimental Value 

The primary reason that a planner should care about these assets is that our clients care.  

Many of these assets have a clear sentimental value to them.  A review of the types of items 

considered to be digital assets clearly reveals their sentimental value.  Today, photos, videos, 

letters and even recipes are stored on-line, replacing the albums, journals and recipe boxes of the 

past.  Blogs, websites, and social network pages may have a very personal value to family 

members, even though there is little financial value to these items.  If family members are unable 

to access these sentimental items, a deceased’s family history and possibly heirlooms, which are 

traditionally passed from generation to generation, could be lost.  James D. Lamm, Digital 

Death: Estate Planning for Passwords, Online Accounts and Digital Property, 2012 ABA 

Cyberspace Law Institute 1; Gerry W. Beyer & Naomi Cahn, When You Pass On, Don’t Leave 

the Passwords Behind, Planning for Digital Assets, Prob. & Prop., Feb. 26, 2012 at 40, 41-42.   

One family had to resort to legal action to recover their son’s emails.  Justin Ellsworth, a 

U.S. Marine killed in Iraq, used emails to correspond with his family and friends during his tour 

of duty.  His parents, after his death, sought access to his email account to carry out Justin’s plan 

to create a scrapbook of his letters.  The email provider, Yahoo!, denied the family access to 

Justin’s emails, citing to its terms of service agreement and a need to protect its accountholder’s 

privacy.  The Ellsworth family was forced to obtain a court order directing Yahoo! to provide the 

family with the emails.  Chelsea Ray, ‘Til Death Do Us Part: A Proposal for Handling Digital 

Assets after Death, 47 Real Prop. Tr. & Est. L.J. 583 (2013); Lastowka, Living and Dying in a 

Virtual World, Estate Planning for Digital Assets, N.J. Law. at 30.   
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Likewise, a widow, Peggy Bush met resistance from Apple when she requested her late 

husband’s Apple ID.  She simply wished to continue playing a card game on the iPad she and her 

husband had shared. Unfortunately, she needed her husband’s Apple ID to update the app, and 

Apple told her that she would have to get a court order. Apple eventually relented due to media 

pressure from the story.  David Horton, Tomorrow’s Inheritance: The Frontiers of Estate 

Planning Formalism, 58 B.C. L. Rev. 539, at 589 (2017).  Many families who have lost a loved 

one, however, are not so fortunate. And, as the Ellsworth and Bush cases demonstrate, important 

barriers exist that may thwart a family’s well-meaning attempts to access and control a loved 

one’s digital property.     

 

B. A Client’s Digital Assets May Have Financial Value 

The likelihood is that most of a client’s digital assets have little or no financial value.  

However, an estate planner should not proceed based on that assumption.  Doing so could be 

dangerous, as an abundance of examples exist which prove otherwise.  In fact, most people value 

their digital assets at approximately $55,000.  Kendal Dobra, An Executor’s Duty toward Digital 

Assets, 59 No. 5 Prac. Law. 21, 22 (2013).  Some, however, may not even be aware of the digital 

asset’s value or let alone that his or her estate plan should handle these assets. 

Most clients – even those who have a comprehensive estate plan – are unlikely to have 

addressed the handling of their digital assets.  See Cahn, Digital Planning, Prob. & Prop., Jun. 

28, 2014 at 23 (discussing a 2013 U.S. Trust survey of high net worth individuals of which more 

than half had no plan for their digital property).  Hopefully, this is not the case when the asset 

has value; however, a practitioner should not assume so.   

First, digital property may have value in the traditional sense.  There may be intellectual 

property rights of value.  The domain name itself may be valuable, and may be an asset that can 

be sold for a windfall.  Likewise, blogs have been sold for significant value, and there may be a 

revenue stream from the blog, Web page or social media.  Lamm, Digital Death: Estate 

Planning for Passwords, Online Accounts and Digital Property, 2012 ABA Cyberspace Law 

Institute 1-2.   Lastly, these assets may have value in ways not typically considered by an estate 

planner.  For example, a virtual sword for an online game sold for $16,000; parcels of virtual real 

estate were sold in 2010 for $635,000 and in 2012 for $2,500,000.  See Cahn, Digital Planning, 

Prob. & Prop., Jun. 28, 2014 at 23; List of most expensive virtual items, EP.com Wiki, last 

modified February 5, 2015, http://www.entropiaplanets.com/wiki/List_of_m-

http://www.entropiaplanets.com/wiki/List_of_m-ost_expensive_virtual_items#cite_ref-2
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ost_expensive_virtual_items#cite_ref-2 (listing the top regular sales of digital property in the 

tens of thousands).  

The digital assets may need to be appraised and reported on the inventory and 

accountings. It is possible that some of these assets may need to be reported on the deceased’s 

estate tax return.  Lastly, digital property of value may need to be sold to pay debts.  See Lamm, 

Digital Death: Estate Planning for Passwords, Online Accounts and Digital Property, 2012 

ABA Cyberspace Law Institute 1. 

Lastly, the value of the digital asset may also come in the money saved by accessing and 

controlling the accounts.  Many are now receiving bills electronically; payments are made 

automatically from accounts; and no written records exist regarding on-line accounts.  A family 

may need to act quickly when a loved one becomes incapacitated or passes to manage these 

accounts, make sure bills are paid and confirm funds exist to cover these payments.  Failure to do 

so can result in a true adverse financial consequence to the family.  

C. It Could Prevent Identity Theft. 

Increasingly, every year, more people find themselves the victims of identity theft.  

During a recent two-year period, the number of Americans who had their identity stolen 

exceeded 10 million, with the financial loss from these thefts exceeding $15 billion.  Chelsea 

Ray, ‘Til Death Do Us Part: A Proposal for Handling Digital Assets after Death, 47 Real Prop. 

Tr. & Est. L.J. 583 (2013).  Moreover, the identity of 800,000 deceased Americans is targeted 

each year.  Dobra, An Executor’s Duty toward Digital Assets, 59 No. 5 Prac. Law. at 31.  It is 

believed that victims and their personal information are more easily found with the arrival of 

social networking sites.  Beyer, When You Pass On, Don’t Leave the Passwords Behind, 

Planning for Digital Assets, Prob. & Prop., Feb. 26, 2012 at 41-42.  Accordingly, an 

incapacitated or deceased individual who cannot monitor his or her on-line presence or report 

any misuse is particularly susceptible.  Id.  A deceased’s on-line accounts may provide the 

information needed for a hacker to gain access to the deceased’s financial accounts in order to 

steal from the account or fraudulently use any credit card information stored on the account.  

Chelsea Ray, ‘Til Death Do Us Part: A Proposal for Handling Digital Assets after Death, 47 

Real Prop. Tr. & Est. L.J. 583 (2013).   

Moreover, other types of digital assets – for example, blogs and virtual property – may be 

at risk for theft if a client is no longer able to diligently monitor and protect them.  With blogs, in 

particular, this inability to monitor could lead to a theft of the content, resulting in a violation of 

http://www.entropiaplanets.com/wiki/List_of_m-ost_expensive_virtual_items#cite_ref-2
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a copyright and destruction of its value. Chelsea Ray, ‘Til Death Do Us Part: A Proposal for 

Handling Digital Assets after Death, 47 Real Prop. Tr. & Est. L.J. 583 (2013); see also James D. 

Lamm, Digital Death: Estate Planning for Passwords, Online Accounts and Digital Property, 

2012 ABA Cyberspace Law Institute 1. 

III. What Law Governs? 

A practitioner tackling this issue will likely begin with a review of the relevant law.  

However, this too reveals the unsettled nature of digital assets. Many states still lack clear 

statutory authority empowering a fiduciary to carry out his or her duties with regard to digital 

assets. Further disheartening, it can be argued that in many instances Federal law actually 

prohibits a fiduciary from doing so. 

A. Applicable Federal and State Law Impacting the Handling of Digital Assets. 

Because of the nature of this type of asset, many different areas of law may be implicated 

– trademark, copyright, contract and even federal income and transfer tax laws.  Two particular 

Federal laws dictate the rights of fiduciaries and the resolution of this issue – the Stored 

Communications Act (“SCA”), 18  U.S.C. §2701 et seq., which is a part of the Electronic 

Communications Privacy Act, and the Computer Fraud and Abuse Act (“CFAA”), 18 U.S.C 

§1030.  The SCA, in general, protects against the unauthorized disclosure of certain types of 

electronic communications; the CFAA (and its state counterparts) protects against the 

unauthorized use of protected computers.  Lamm, 68 U. Miami L. Rev. at 400; Cahn, Digital 

Planning, Prob. & Prop., Jun. 28, 2014 at 23-24.    

Beginning in 2002, the States began enacting legislation granting a fiduciary the right to 

access digital assets owned by an incapacitated or deceased individual.  Cahn, Digital Planning, 

Prob. & Prop., Jun. 28, 2014 at 23.  In an attempt to bring uniformity to this issue, in 2012, the 

Uniform Law Commission created a Drafting Committee on Fiduciary Access to Digital Assets, 

which was charged with proposing an act that grants fiduciaries the authority to manage, access 

and control digital assets. Cahn, Digital Planning, Prob. & Prop., Jun. 28, 2014 at 23-24; Posting 

of James D. Lamm, Thoughts on Stored Communications Act, Federal Preemption and 

Supremacy and State Laws on Fiduciary Access to Digital Property, to Digital Passing Blog 

(November 4, 2013).  The result of this work was the Uniform Fiduciary Access to Digital 

Assets Act (“UFADAA”), which provided fiduciaries with broad access to digital assets. 

Uniform Fiduciary Access to Digital Assets Act, 2014, National Conference of Commissioners 

on Uniform State Laws. This model act was strongly opposed by the providers, and as a result, 
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out of the twenty-seven state legislatures to consider legislation based on the model act, only two 

(Tennessee and Delaware) passed a version that even remotely resembled its provisions. Horton, 

58 B.C. L. Rev. 539, at 591.  

In response, the Drafting Committee met again, and passed the Revised Uniform 

Fiduciary Access to Digital Assets Act (“RUFADAA”).  Forty-seven states have introduced a 

version of RUFADDA. Of those forty-seven states, forty-two, including Missouri, have actually 

enacted it. Katie Robinson and Benjamin Orzeske, Legislative Fact Sheet - Fiduciary Access to 

Digital Assets Act, Revised (2015), Uniform Law Commission (Updated October 26, 2018). 

Unlike UFADAA, RUFADAA requires a digital asset user to explicitly consent to a fiduciary’s 

access. A user may consent to fiduciary access to a digital asset through a provider-established 

online tool or through an estate plan. Under RUFADAA, consent via an online tool or an estate 

plan overrides conflicting provisions in a terms of service agreement. However, absent such 

consent, the TOS agreement governs. Robert K. Kirkland, Pixar for Estate Planners: Who Gets 

Your Digital Stuff When You’ve Logged Off for the Final Time, A Presentation For ACTEC 

Heart of America Regional Meeting (April 23, 2017).  

The Missouri Fiduciary Access to Digital Assets Act became effective on August 8, 

2018. Mo. Rev. Stat. §§ 472.400 to 472.490. The Act, which is substantially similar to the text of 

RUFADAA, extends the powers of a fiduciary to include management of digital assets, working 

in tandem with existing Missouri laws. The Act is intended to “empower fiduciaries to manage 

digital assets in accordance with the user’s estate plan, while protecting a user’s private 

communications from unwarranted disclosure.” Four Bar-Drafted Probate Measures Approved 

by the General Assembly, The Missouri Bar News Blog (May 31, 2018). 

Missouri’s legislation authorizes a user2 to “use an online tool to direct the custodian to 

disclose to a designated recipient or not to disclose some or all of the user’s digital assets” or 

“allow or prohibit in a will, trust, power of attorney, or other record, disclosure to a fiduciary of 

some or all of the user’s digital assets.” Mo. Rev. Stat. §§ 472.405, 472.415.  If the user has 

directed disclosure or non-disclosure in an online tool and this direction may be modified or 

deleted at any time, this direction will supersede any contrary direction in another record, such as 

a will, trust, or power of attorney. Mo. Rev. Stat. § 472.415. However, if the user does not 

provide direction in an online tool, but does direct disclosure or nondisclosure of a digital asset 

                                                           
2 A user is defined as “a person that has an account with a custodian”; a custodian is defined as “a person that 

carries, maintains, processes, receives, or stores a digital asset of a user.”  Mo. Rev. Stat. §§ 472.405(9) and (27). 
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in a record such as a will, trust, or power of attorney, this direction will override any contrary 

provision in a terms-of-service agreement. Id. Absent specific direction in an online tool or estate 

plan, a terms-of-service agreement may affect a fiduciary’s access to digital assets. Mo. Rev. 

Stat. § 472.420.  

In order to protect against unwanted disclosure, the Act limits a custodian’s disclosure 

requirements. Specifically, the custodian has the sole discretion to do any of the following:  (1) 

disclose to a fiduciary of full access to a digital asset, (2) grant partial access to carry out 

specific, authorized tasks, or (3) provide copies in a record of a user’s files that the user could 

have accessed if the user were alive and had full capacity and access to the account. Mo. Rev. 

Stat. § 472.425.  The Act also imposes the legal duties of a fiduciary charged with managing 

tangible property upon the management of digital assets. Mo. Rev. Stat. § 472.470. These duties 

include the duty of care, the duty of loyalty and the duty of confidentiality. However, the 

fiduciary may not use the digital asset to impersonate the user. Id.  

Versions of RUFADAA have likewise been successfully enacted in Arkansas, Kansas, 

Nebraska and Iowa. See Ark. Code Ann. §§ 28-75-101 to 28-75-118; Kan. Stat. Ann. §§ 58-4801 

to 58-4819; Neb. Rev. Stat. §§ 30-501 to 30-518; Iowa Code Ann. §§ 638.1 to 638.18. In 

Oklahoma, SB 1003 introduced a substantially similar version of RUFADAA on February 2, 

2018. While this legislation has not been enacted, Oklahoma’s Probate Code includes a provision 

granting the executor or administrator of an estate “the power, where otherwise authorized, to 

take control of, conduct, continue, or terminate any accounts of a deceased person on any social 

networking website, any microblogging or short message service website or any e-mail service 

websites.” Okla. Stat. Ann. Tit. 58, § 269. It is not clear how an enactment of RUFADAA will 

affect this statute.  

B. The Restrictions Found in Terms of Service Agreements. 

While a practitioner should understand the implications of the SCA and CFAA when 

advising clients about their digital assets, the terms of service (TOS) agreements cannot be 

forgotten.  Many of a client’s digital assets are governed by a TOS agreement, to which the 

account holder agreed when creating the account and almost certainly did not read. Posting of 

James D. Lamm, Study Shows Users Don’t Read Terms of Service Agreements, to Digital 

Passing Blog (July 14, 2016).   

These TOS agreements typically address when an accountholder’s rights are terminated 

and whether the rights of the accountholder can be transferred.  Often, the rights to the account 
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terminate following a set period of inactivity and upon death.   The interests of the accountholder 

are customarily non-transferrable. For example, Apple clearly states in its TOS agreement that, 

upon death of an accountholder, all rights to the deceased’s account terminate – meaning that his 

or her music and books downloaded from iTunes are gone forever. 

Further, many TOS agreements expressly prohibit an accountholder from disclosing 

access information to third parties, prohibit transfer of the account and prohibit third parties from 

accessing the account.  Lamm, 68 U. Miami L. Rev. at 309, 407.    Accordingly, it is possible 

that a fiduciary, even one who has a properly prepared authorization, may violate the TOS 

agreement if he or she attempts to access the account, possibly causing the termination of the 

account.  Id. at 309.  For example, Yahoo!’s TOS agreement directs that the account is 

nontransferable and access will not be granted to a deceased’s account.  Cahn, Digital Planning, 

Prob. & Prop., Jun. 28, 2014 at 24. 

 Some providers, however, have proactively responded to the issues that can arise when 

their users become incapacitated or pass away.  begun to adapt in response to the changing 

landscape of digital asset protection.  As is discussed in more detail, Google, for example, 

instituted the Inactive Account Manger so its user can decide how his or her account will be 

managed if the account becomes inactive.  Similarly, in February, 2015, Facebook introduced the 

ability for its user to designate a “legacy contact” to handle the user’s memorialized account 

upon their death. Radford, 1 Ga. Wills & Administration § 2:14; see also “What is a legacy 

contact on Facebook?” Facebook.com, accessed July 24, 2017 at 

https://www.facebook.com/help/156-8013990080948; see also “About Inactive Account 

Manager,” Google.com, accessed July 24, 2017 at 

https://support.google.com/accounts/answer/3036546?hl=en. 

C. Traditional State Law Governing Fiduciaries. 

Missouri law is very clear regarding the duties, rights and powers of a fiduciary.  For 

example, the Missouri Uniform Trust Code mandates that a trustee take reasonable actions to 

control and protect trust property.  Mo. Rev. Stat. §456.8-809.  Further a trustee must take 

reasonable steps to collect trust property from a former trustee or other person.  Id. §456-8-812.  

Missouri law also specifically states that, pursuant to any durable power of attorney granting 

general powers for general purposes, an agent has the authority to take any action or power that 

an adult who is nondisabled and nonincapacitated may carry out.  Id. §404.710.  Both a trustee 

and an agent acting pursuant to Missouri law is held to a prudent person standard.  Id. 

https://www.facebook.com/help/156-8013990080948
https://support.google.com/accounts/answer/3036546?hl=en
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§§404.714.1 and 456.8-804.  Finally, a personal representative is charged with taking possession 

of all personal property (except exempt property) and administering it according to Missouri law.  

Id. §473.263.   

As Arkansas, Kansas, Nebraska, and Iowa have also all adopted similar versions of the 

Uniform Trust Code, the fiduciary duties with respect to trustees are substantially the same as 

Missouri. See A.C.A. §§28-73-809, 28-73-812, and 28-73-804; K.S.A. §§58a-809, 58a-812, and 

58a-804; Neb. Rev. Stat. §§30-3874, 30-3877, and 30-3869; and Iowa Code §§633A-4209, 

633A-4212, and 633A.4203. While Oklahoma has yet not adopted the Uniform Trust Code, its 

statutory law places many similar fiduciary duties on trustees – such as holding the trustee to a 

prudent person standard. See 60 O.S. §175.62.   The duty to control, protect, and collect trust 

property, however, is not statutorily required.   

Kansas provides for substantially similar fiduciary duties as Missouri with respect to agents 

acting a under a durable power of attorney. See K.S.A. §§58-654 and 58-656. Arkansas, Nebraska, 

and Iowa each provide that an agent acting pursuant to a durable power of attorney granting 

general powers may do any lawful act with respect to the subject and all property related to the 

subject and such agent is held to a standard ordinarily exercised by agents in similar 

circumstances. See A.C.A. §§28-68-203 and 28-68-114, Neb. Rev. Stat. §§30-4026 and 30-4014, 

and Iowa Code §§633B-203 and 633B-114. Agents acting pursuant to a power of attorney in 

Oklahoma are bound by standards of conduct and liability applicable to other fiduciaries. See 58 

O.S. §1081.  

Lastly, a personal representative in each of Arkansas, Kansas, Nebraska, Iowa, and 

Oklahoma is subject to substantially similar fiduciary duties as a personal representative in 

Missouri. See A.C.A. §28-49-101, K.S.A. §59-1401, Neb. Rev. Stat. §30-2470, Iowa Code 

§633.351, and 58 O.S. §251. 

As noted above, Missouri, Arkansas, Kansas, Nebraska and Iowa have recently enacted 

specific statutory authority based on a version of RUFADAA granting a fiduciary the right to 

access and manage the digital assets of an incapacitated or deceased individual.  Because the 

RUFADAA is intended to work in connection with the duties of the fiduciary as set forth in 

existing statutes, practitioners must balance these duties of the fiduciary. 
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IV. How Should One Plan for the Handling of Digital Assets? 

For the reasons set forth above, a practitioner should consider adding digital assets as a 

type of property to address with clients as they undergo the estate planning process.  Because of 

its varied and unique characteristics can be complex, planning for this type of asset requires a 

unique and specialized approach. 

To date, many clients simply provide a list of accounts and passwords to family 

members.  These clients, unfortunately, likely do not realize doing so violates the TOS 

agreements, and could result in the termination of the account that they are trying to preserve.  

See Lamm, 68 U. Miami L. Rev. at 399.  There is also the risk that, without a formal plan in 

place, the client’s wishes regarding the content will not be respected and the possibility of 

identity theft exists.  Hoops, 2 Fam. Est. Plan. Guide §34:19 (4th ed.). 

A. Inventory of Digital Assets 

The first step should be to advise the client to prepare an inventory of all digital assets in 

which he or she has an interest.  This information can be handled as part of the general 

questionnaire presented during the intake process or as a separate questionnaire tailored 

specifically to this issue.   

  The inventory should include a description of the assets as well as any information 

needed to access each one, including location, account numbers, usernames, passwords, and 

answers to the security questions.  Lamm, 68 U. Miami Law Rev. at 407.  This inventory should 

include not only on-line accounts and similar assets, but the client’s actual computers, phones, 

and similar storage devises.  Walker, Virtual Assets, Tax Magm’t Est., Gift & Tr. J., at 4.  Since 

individuals regularly update their password, move to a different provider and acquire additional 

digital assets, a client should be encouraged to update this inventory on a frequent basis.  

Today, many bills are delivered and paid electronically; in addition, information on credit 

cards and loan accounts may only be available electronically.  It is, therefore, a wise practice for 

clients to memorialize any liabilities handled digitally.  Id.    

A client should carefully consider where to store the completed inventory.  Frequently, 

individuals store sensitive items (such as an asset inventory containing account information) in a 
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secure location which is safe from the elements (e.g., a safe deposit box).3  Storing in a safe 

deposit box or similar location may not be practical.  Given the continuously evolving nature of 

digital assets, this is a list that may need to be updated frequently.  The inventory could always 

be stored digitally and protected with a password or encryption – an option that is considered by 

many to be more secure.  Finally, software and web-based services are also available to store 

such information.  There, however, are risks with such services.  For example, it is possible that 

such services may not exist when the information is needed.  Regardless of where the inventory 

is stored, the fiduciary should know how to locate and access it.  

B. Access to Digital Assets 

The client may wish to name a special fiduciary – sometimes referred to as a “digital 

fiduciary” – to handle these assets. Lamm, 68 U. Miami L. Rev. at 407.  It is not necessary to 

name an individual different from the general fiduciary designated; however, this allows the 

client to name an individual who has specialized skills or a better understanding of technology in 

order to better carry out the client’s wishes.  Id.   

Google recently implemented the ability for its accountholders to name an “Inactive 

Account Manager” and to designate what should happen to the account if the accountholder dies 

or is no longer able to use the account.  The accountholder has two options – (1) the account can 

be deleted after it has been inactive for a certain period of time, or (2) the accountholder can 

designate certain individuals to be contacted after that period of time of inactivity has elapsed.  

Google warns the accountholder before the action chosen is taken. 

Most importantly, a practitioner should consider including in the estate planning 

documents, specifically the financial durable power of attorney, the trust and the will, a specific 

clause authorizing the fiduciary to handle digital assets.  Lamm, 68 U. Miami L. Rev. at 407.  

The authority granted to the fiduciary can be specific, limited or general.  Cahn, Digital 

Planning, Prob. & Prop., Jun. 28, 2014 at 24.  It may define what is to be considered a digital 

asset.  Walker, Virtual Assets, Tax Magm’t Est., Gift & Tr. J., at 5. 

                                                           
3 It has been suggested that the inventory could be stored in the attorney’s estate planning file; 

however, this practice is generally not recommended.  See Frank S. Baldino, Estate Planning 

and Administration for Digital Assets, Md. B.J. Dec. 5, 2012 at 28, 30.  Moreover, many 

attorneys do not want possession of this information.    
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The clause should authorize third party providers to disclose account information to the 

fiduciary and permit the fiduciary to access the accounts.  Id.  The fiduciary should be given the 

authority to control and manage the digital property. Even more specifically, the fiduciary should 

be granted authorization pursuant to the SCA and lawful consent pursuant to the CFAA with 

respect to the digital assets.   

A practitioner should also consider clearly setting forth in the governing documents the 

client’s intent regarding the handling and dissemination of the digital assets and their content.  

Cahn, Digital Planning, Prob. & Prop., Jun. 28, 2014 at 24.  Given the varying types of digital 

assets, a client’s intent may differ based on the asset.  Therefore, when articulating the client’s 

intent, it may be beneficial to identify certain of the client’s digital assets and his or her wishes 

for such assets.  Walker, Virtual Assets, Tax Magm’t Est., Gift & Tr. J., at 5.  The governing 

documents should also authorize specifically the ability of the fiduciary to retain an expert to 

assist in the control and management of the digital assets.  Id. 

As always, it is important to remember that even with such a carefully drafted clause 

included, the fiduciary may still violate the governing TOS agreement.    

C. Distribution of the Digital Assets 

Once the assets are identified and a decision regarding the proper fiduciary to handle 

those assets has been made, a practitioner should review with the client his or her wishes 

regarding the handling and disposition of the digital assets at death or incapacity.  These wishes 

should be reflected in the governing documents.  It has been suggested to use a separate 

document outside of the Will or trust in light of the privacy issues that digital assets raise.  Beyer, 

When You Pass On, Don’t Leave the Passwords Behind, Planning for Digital Assets, Prob. & 

Prop., Feb. 26, 2012 at 42.   

One option is a written statement similar to the tangible personal property list.  Hoops, 2 

Fam. Est. Plan. Guide §34:19.  Such a digital property list would specifically identify the 

account, the password and other relevant information.  Id.  Instructions as to the client’s direction 

regarding the assets and its content, including, for example, a direction to terminate or limit 

access to the account, or instructions to download and/or distribute the content to certain third 

parties, could be included.  Id.  If a separate digital property list is used, it should be clearly 

referenced in the governing document, and family members should be aware of the list as well.  

Id.  Practitioners have used a similar list in connection with distributions of personal property 
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through a revocable trust and to provide charitable gifts, despite a frequent lack of specific 

statutory authorization. 

Given the possibility that the list may not be legally binding, another alternative is for the 

client to simply prepare an instruction letter or similar separate document.  Walker, Virtual 

Assets, Tax Magm’t Est., Gift & Tr. J., at 5; Beyer, When You Pass On, Don’t Leave the 

Passwords Behind, Planning for Digital Assets, Prob. & Prop., Feb. 26, 2012 at 42.  Similar to 

the digital property list described above, this letter could provide the inventory of such assets as 

well as the client’s instructions regarding the accounts.  Walker, Virtual Assets, Tax Magm’t 

Est., Gift & Tr. J., at 5.  It may be beneficial to indicate if any of the digital assets are believed to 

have value and include any special instructions to assist in locating the assets.  Beyer, When You 

Pass On, Don’t Leave the Passwords Behind, Planning for Digital Assets, Prob. & Prop., Feb. 

26, 2012 at 43.  The instruction letter, however, would not provide direction that the client 

intended to be legally binding. 

Both options offer a method of easily updating the information needed for the fiduciary 

as the digital assets change and evolve.  If either alternative is selected, it should be stored in a 

safe location. 

D. Digital Legacy Services 

Companies, such as Password Box (formerly Legacy Locker), AssetLock and Secure 

Safe, are now available to assist clients with the handling and management of their digital assets.  

These companies allow individuals to store the account information and designate individuals or 

fiduciaries to which the information will be given at the client’s death.  Cahn, Digital Planning, 

Prob. & Prop., Jun. 28, 2014 at 25; Walker, Virtual Assets, Tax Magm’t Est., Gift & Tr. J., at 7-

8.   

These companies should be used cautiously.  First, it is possible that the company 

selected by the client may not exist when the fiduciary needs to utilize its services.  Cahn, Digital 

Planning, Prob. & Prop., Jun. 28, 2014 at 25; Walker, Virtual Assets, Tax Magm’t Est., Gift & 

Tr. J., at 7.-8.  Second, the TOS agreements for the digital accounts may prohibit the transfer of 

the account or the provision of access to the account to the fiduciary.  Cahn, Digital Planning, 

Prob. & Prop., Jun. 28, 2014 at 25; Lamm, 68 U. Miami L. Rev. at 407.  Lastly, the arrangement 

that the client enters into with one of these services may actually conflict with the individual’s 

estate plan.  Id. at 410.   
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V. What Steps Should Be Taken When Administering Digital Assets?   

When a loved one passes, traditionally, the family reviews the deceased’s personal and 

business papers, including tax returns and account statements, that are located in his or her home, 

office and safe deposit box in order to gain an understanding of the deceased’s assets, debts and 

other matters of importance.  Today, many families are finding that much of this information is 

not among the deceased’s papers – if such papers can even be located.  Account statements or 

bills no longer arrive through the regular mail.  Checkbooks are maintained in financial software 

programs, such as Quicken.  Important papers, such as tax returns, are digitally stored.  Now, the 

family must locate and access these assets; and doing so can be a challenge.   

The fiduciary should follow the customary practices in administering all assets of the 

deceased or incapacitated individual, including his or her digital property, but will likely need to 

take additional steps when handling digital assets given their unique nature.  Even a well-

prepared estate plan may not prevent the fiduciary from encountering difficulties; however, the 

level of complexity experienced by the fiduciary will likely be significantly increased if the plan 

does not address the handling of the digital assets present in the estate.  Accordingly, a fiduciary 

may wish to consider implementing the following when addressing any digital assets present in 

the estate. 

A. Locate and Inventory the Digital Assets. 

A fiduciary may be able to easily identify and marshal the digital assets, if the client 

during his or her life prepared a digital inventory.  This inventory, however, may be outdated or 

fail to include recently acquired digital assets.   

If a digital inventory is not available, the fiduciary will need to compile one, and locating 

the digital assets may be a serious challenge, particularly when accounts are accessible only on-

line, bills or statements are sent by email, and the information regarding the assets is stored on a 

server or in the cloud and secured by a password.   Walker, Virtual Assets, Tax Magm’t Est., Gift 

& Tr. J., at 6.  The fiduciary may wish as part of the inventory process to review the browser 

history and favorites of the deceased, search for the decedent on the various search engines, and 

review statements and other paper records for charges and/or information relating to digital 

assets.  Dobra, An Executor’s Duty toward Digital Assets, 59 No. 5 Prac. Law. at 27-28.  If 

accessible, the deceased’s emails may include information about accounts, bills and other digital 

assets; however, the fiduciary must be cautious to not violate the SCA, CFAA or the governing 
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TOS agreements.  Id.  It may be necessary to hire a forensic expert to assist.  Walker, Virtual 

Assets, Tax Magm’t Est., Gift & Tr. J., at 6.   

Even if the deceased prepared a written inventory, it may be necessary to update the 

inventory and to determine the value of some of these assets. Dobra, An Executor’s Duty toward 

Digital Assets, 59 No. 5 Prac. Law. at 27; Walker, Virtual Assets, Tax Magm’t Est., Gift & Tr. J., 

at 7.  Digital assets of value should be listed on the inventory for the trust/estate.  Walker, Virtual 

Assets, Tax Magm’t Est., Gift & Tr. J., at 7.  The fiduciary may wish to retain a qualified 

appraiser to establish the digital asset’s value, particularly if it must be reported for estate tax 

purposes.  Id.   

B. Marshall and Safeguard the Assets 

In a fashion similar to tangible assets, the fiduciary should ensure any digital assets are 

safeguarded.  Dobra, An Executor’s Duty toward Digital Assets, 59 No. 5 Prac. Law. at 27; 

Walker, Virtual Assets, Tax Magm’t Est., Gift & Tr. J., at 7.  Failure to do so may result in a loss 

to the estate/trust.  At all times during this process, the fiduciary must be aware that accessing the 

account could violate the SCA, the CFAA and the TOS agreements.  Dobra, An Executor’s Duty 

toward Digital Assets, 59 No. 5 Prac. Law. at 28.   

As part of the inventory process, the fiduciary has already determined if the deceased had 

a property interest in the digital asset and if such interest could be transferred at death.  See 

Dobra, An Executor’s Duty toward Digital Assets, 59 No. 5 Prac. Law. at 29. The fiduciary 

should also determine his or her right and ability to access and control the asset.  Id.  For 

example, many presume that music and other items downloaded from iTunes can be transferred 

at a decedent’s death to a family member; however, Apple’s TOS agreement clearly indicates 

that all rights are nontransferable and terminate at death.   

If possible, the fiduciary should be the only party with access to the assets.  Walker, 

Virtual Assets, Tax Magm’t Est., Gift & Tr. J., at 57.  The password should be changed; and all 

private and/or personal data should be removed.  Id.  Doing so will assist in carrying out the 

fiduciary’s duty to preserve the property, but should also hopefully help prevent identity theft.  

Id.  The fiduciary should consider removing all credit card information stored on-line; however, 

many fiduciaries cancel most credit cards quickly, making this step unnecessary.   
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In addition to obtaining control of the digital assets, a fiduciary may be wise to backup or 

otherwise preserve the data of certain digital assets.  This is particularly the case if any possible 

litigation exists.   

Likewise, a fiduciary should safeguard the computers and other tangible devices of the 

deceased.  Dobra, An Executor’s Duty toward Digital Assets, 59 No. 5 Prac. Law. at 27.  It may 

be necessary to hire a computer technician to access the computer.  The computer files and 

programs should be reviewed to determine the assets present and their value.  As these items are 

considered tangible personal property, unless there are specific instructions to the contrary, such 

items will be distributed in accordance with the deceased instructions regarding all such tangible 

personal property.  In such case, the fiduciary may wish to save the digital files and wipe the 

hard drives.  Id. at 31. 

During this process, a fiduciary may ask the service provider for access to, or copies of, 

the content stored on an on-line account.  Dobra, An Executor’s Duty toward Digital Assets, 59 

No. 5 Prac. Law. at 30.  However, it is likely that the provider will not be willing to do so. Again, 

many TOS agreements deny access to third parties and terminate the account at the 

accountholder’s death.  Id.; Lamm, 68 U. Miami L. Rev. at 399.  A court order may be required 

in order to obtain access. Dobra, An Executor’s Duty toward Digital Assets, 59 No. 5 Prac. Law. 

at 30.  A fiduciary may be forced to file a court action particularly if the content is sensitive for 

personal or financial reasons.  Id.  For example, the content may be needed for litigation 

surrounding the death of the decedent.   

Rather than contacting the provider to request permission, a fiduciary may wish to use the 

passwords and security information left by the decedent.  This is a particularly attractive option, 

if the decedent also gave the fiduciary the express authority to do so.  The fiduciary, however, 

should be cautious of any potential liability for violating the SCA, the CFAA or the governing 

TOS agreement. 

If a deceased individual owned digital assets with a copyright or trademark, the rights 

must be protected and any acts of infringement stopped. Dobra, An Executor’s Duty toward 

Digital Assets, 59 No. 5 Prac. Law. at 31. The fiduciary may wish to remove such assets from the 

internet to preserve and protect them. Id.  If infringement is suspected, the fiduciary should 

consider reporting the infringement and enforcing the copyright and/or trademark.  Id. 
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Lastly, the fiduciary may wish to notify the credit reporting agencies of the deceased’s 

death.  Dobra, An Executor’s Duty toward Digital Assets, 59 No. 5 Prac. Law. at 31.  Upon 

receipt of the notification, the agency will place a death notice on the decedent’s file.  Id. 

C. Consolidate or Close Certain Accounts. 

Some accounts (e.g., on-line shopping accounts) should be closed as soon as possible. 

Walker, Virtual Assets, Tax Magm’t Est., Gift & Tr. J., at 7.  Likewise, any automatic debits 

from accounts should be stopped as soon as reasonably possible, and the fiduciary should request 

the bills be sent in a manner consistent with his or her duty.  Id.    

If the deceased left clear instructions regarding certain assets, those wishes should be 

carried out.  For example, if the client wished for his or her Facebook account to be taken down, 

then the fiduciary should do so.   When notifying the various on-line services, the TOS 

agreements should be kept in mind and followed.  Dobra, An Executor’s Duty toward Digital 

Assets, 59 No. 5 Prac. Law. at 30. Importantly, as reflected in the applicable TOS agreements, 

some providers will deactivate the account upon proper notice or documentation of death or 

incapacity. David M. Lenz, Is the Cloud Finally Lifting? Planning for Digital Assets, SX025 

ALI-ABA 375 (June-July 2016). 

It may be beneficial to consolidate some of the digital assets.  Regardless, any assets that 

a fiduciary intends to close or consolidate should be done only after the fiduciary believes that all 

information has been secured or saved elsewhere, all contacts have been notified, all debts paid 

and all receivables collected.  Id. 

This document offers opinions of an informative nature and should not be considered as legal advice to any 
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